Vanguard Repair Request Form
Tim Firpo - Outfit Paintball
Name:_______________________________________________________________________________
675 Merchant St. Vacaville, CA 95688
Address:______________________________________________________________________________
(707) 447 - 3098
Phone #:________________________________
Have you contacted Vanguard? YES or NO

outfitpaintball@gmail.com
Email:__________________________________

Eric and Kat
If so who did you speak with?_____________________

This is a repair for a store.
When did you purchase your marker?______________________________________________________

This is a repair for a store.
Where did you purchase your marker?______________________________________________________
Serial Number:_________________________________________________________________________

massive internal leaking, ripped eye wires,
Description of issue with marker:__________________________________________________________
detents/springs missing, screw for valve retainer stripped, wrong
____________________________________________________________________________________

size o-rings in valve/ram system, leaking from solenoid, etc...
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Tried doing a rebuild to the marker with
What have you tried to correct the issue? ___________________________________________________

the o-ring sizes i had on hand according to the manual, left the
_____________________________________________________________________________________

British sized ones alone since i didn't have replacements.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Please be sure to include this form with your package, any package received without this form filled out
completely will be immediately returned to you.
Ship to: Vanguard US, Attn: Repairs, 2146 Evanston Cir, Corona CA 92881
By signing below the customer agrees that they understand they will be responsible for any and all fees
for shipping marker to the repair center and will be liable for any damage caused during shipping. The
customer also understands that there is a fee associated with repair; This fee includes but is not limited
to the cost of repair, cost of parts and a return shipping fee of $15.

_____________________________________________
Signature
(If under 18 signature must be from parent or guardian)

6/7/2011
_________________
Date

Note: this repair is for a customer of ours. I've worked on these markers before but never one that
had this many problems. Plus I didn't have all the correct parts and o-rings to do a full rebuild since

there are standard, metric, and British standard sizes in it. The manual I downloaded online had
the o-ring sizes listed and I replaced the ones I had on hand and left the rest. I think this poor marker

is going to need all new o-rings, eyes, detents, and possibly a solenoid to get it back working again.

